Abstract. Algebra transformation systems are introduced as formal models of components of open distributed systems. They are given by a transition graph modelling the control ow and partial algebras and method expressions modelling the data states and their transformations. According to this two{level structure they cover both labelled transition systems and rule based speci cation approaches, corresponding to information, computation and engineering viewpoint models. Di erent composition operations for algebra transformation systems are investigated. Limits and colimits model parallel and sequential composition of components, signature morphisms yield appropriate syntactical support for such compositions. The most important compositionality properties known from algebraic speci cation, like colimits of signatures and amalgamation of models, also hold for the framework of algebra transformation systems.
Introduction
Algebra transformation systems are introduced as formal models of components in open distributed systems in order to support multiple viewpoint modelling. The background for their development has been the reference model for open distributed systems RM{ODP, introduced as ISO{standard / ITU{ recommendation ODP]. One of the main features of RM{ODP is the introduction of ve designated viewpoints as structuring means for design and speci cation of distributed systems. Viewpoints allow the separation of di erent aspects of a system, such that speci cations can be restricted to the parts that are relevant for some speci c use. The ve viewpoints de ned in RM{ODP are enterprise, information, computation, engineering, and technology viewpoint. With the approach of algebra transformation systems especially the information, computation, and engineering viewpoints are supported. That means the information model, the computational model, and the infrastructure needed to realize the services of the system in a distributed environment could be modelled formally as algebra transformation systems.
As speci cation languages for these viewpoints RM{ODP recommends, beyond others, Z for the information viewpoint and LOTOS for computation and engineering viewpoints. In Z static, invariant, and dynamic schemata for the speci cation of designated states, state invariants, and state transformations respectively can be given, corresponding to the requirements of an information viewpoint speci cation language. LOTOS supports the speci cation of the interaction of computation objects at interfaces, corresponding to computational and engineering viewpoint resp.
The purpose of the algebra transformation system approach is to deliver a formal semantical approach that covers both speci cation approaches explicated by Z and LOTOS. That means, the rule based approach with internally structured states and their transformation underlying Z, as well as the approach via the temporal ordering of observable actions underlying LOTOS shall be integrated. One of the main advantages of such an integration is the possibility to embed both kinds of models into one framework to compare them and check their consistency.
An algebra transformation system is given by two levels. The rst one, called the transition graph, models the reactive behaviour of the system, that is, its temporal ordering of actions. Associated with each control state of this level is a data state on the second level that models the information available in this state. The transitions of control states are accordingly labelled with sets of method expressions on the second level, that indicate which methods have been applied for this data state transformation and how they have been applied.
The second main purpose of this paper is to introduce composition operations for algebra transformation systems, that allow to model di erent kinds of compositions of components. According to their two{level structure these composition operations are inherited from composition operations for labelled transition systems on the one hand, and abstract data types on the other hand. Parallel composition of labelled transition systems for instance is modelled by limits, such as products (see WN95]), whereas composition of abstract data types is given by colimits (see e.g. BG77, EM85] ). This duality is re ected for algebra transformation systems in the de nition of the corresponding morphisms, where the two levels are mapped in opposite order. In this way the right composition operations are put together for the two levels. Beyond parallel composition, with appropriate synchronization mechanisms, sequential composition is investigated. This is particularly important for the de nition of control structures for rule based speci cations, which are usually encoded into the states. However, an explicit modelling of the control ow as in algebra transformation systems, independently of the information represented in the data states, is much more appropriate and supports clear and manageable speci cations much better. Sequential composition is given by colimits of the transition graphs (i.e. the control structure) with identities on the data states; passing the control ow from one component to another should not change the underlying data state.
The paper is organized as follows. In the next section the category of algebra transformation systems is introduced. Then composition in the sense discussed above is introduced, i.e. limits and colimits are de ned. In section 4 signature morphisms are de ned and their support for composition operations is discussed. For all de nitions and constructions small examples are given to show how they work and how they can be used for applications. Further examples can be found in Gro97], where also a methodology for the presentation of transformation systems is discussed. Finally in section 5 a short summary and a comparison with other approaches are given, and further questions are discussed. Full proofs of the propositions and theorems of sections 2 and 3 of this paper can be found in Gro97].
The Category of Transformation Systems
As discussed above an algebra transformation system is given by two levels, the transition graph modelling the control ow, and the data states and method expressions representing the information available in the states and transitions. The data states of an algebra transformation system are given by partial algebras to a common partial equational speci cation. A signature for partial algebras is a usual algebraic signature SIG = (S,OP), given by a set S of sort names and a family OP = (OP w;s ) w2S ;s2S of operation symbols indexed by their arities. As usual an operation symbol op 2 OP w;s is denoted op : w ! s. The semantical di erence to total algebras is that an operation symbol op : w ! s is interpreted whenever the premise r = r 0 is satis ed, then also the conclusion t = t 0 must be satis ed. Partial algebras have been chosen for two reasons. Firstly they comprise rst order structures, since predicates can be modelled by partial functions to a singleton set. Of course they are more general than rst order structures because of the partial functions. Secondly, partiality allows to model the di erence between declaration and instantiation (resp. initialization) of syntactic entities in a natural way, because terms to a signature need not be interpreted in all partial algebras to this signature. Especially in the context of dynamically changing states this feature is very appropriate.
Method names are added to the data state speci cation, like operation symbols, as names with arities that determine the number and type of the parameters they require. However, methods do not have an output sort, they do only change the state. Data outputs have to be modelled by data type functions whose value can be determined by the actual state, according to the conditional equations in the data type speci cation. Transitions are labelled by sets of method expressions that contain the names of the methods that have been applied, and corresponding lists of parameters from the actual state.
De nition 1 (Transformation Signature
De nition 2 (Method Expression). Given a transformation signature T = (SPEC; M) the set ME T of method expressions is de ned by ME T = S A2jPAlg(SPEC)j ME T (A) ,
where the components ME T (A), A 2 jPAlg(SPEC)j, are de ned by ME T (A) = fm(a) j m 2 M w ; a 2 A w g .
As prerequisite for the de nition of transformation systems let me shortly x the formal structure of sets of method expressions. The powersets P(ME T (A)) with inclusions as morphisms are categories. These are indexed by the functor P(ME T ( )) : PAlg(SPEC ) ! Cat. It is de ned on a SPEC {homomorphism h : A ! B as the direct image, i.e. P(ME T (h))(K) = fm(h(a)) j m(a) 2 Kg ME T (B) for all K ME T (A). Obviously P(ME T (h)) and P(ME T ( )) are functors. This indexing induces, via the appropriate Grothendieck construction, the at category denoted P(ME T ), whose objects are pairs (A; K), with A 2 jPAlg(SPEC)j and K ME T (A), and whose morphisms are pairs (h; ) : (A; K) ! (B; L), where h : A ! B is a SPEC {homomorphism such that P(ME T (h))(K) L. Overloading notation a bit both the functor P(ME T (h)) and the morphism (h; ) will be denoted by h in the sequel.
Beyond the data states (= partial SPEC {algebras) and the method expressions an algebra transformation system comprises the control ow. It is modelled by a directed graph of control states and transitions, and it may have loops and multiple edges. This graph is formally given by sets of states and transitions, and functions src and tar that assign source and target states to the transitions. The data states and sets of method expressions are then formally modelled as labels of control states and transitions.
De nition 3 (Transformation System). Let T = (SPEC ; M) be a transformation signature. A T {transformation system A = (TG A ; lab A ) is given by a transition graph TG A = (S; T ; src; tar) with src; tar : T ! S , and a pair of functions lab A = (lab S : S ! jPAlg(SPEC)j; lab T : T ! P(ME T )) , such that lab T (l) ME T (lab S (src(l))) for all l 2 T , i.e. the parameters are always taken from the actual source state. The two labelling functions support the methodological separation between control ow and data transformation level. The rst one is completely independent from the transformation signature, which will be used later on in the de nition of the forgetful functor. Note that a transition may be labelled by the empty set, which allows to model data state transformations induced by the environment.
A transition l 2 T with src(l) = s and tar(l) = t will be denoted l : s ! t. Moreover both l 2 T and the triple l : s ! t will be called transition. Correspondingly T is called the transition relation. The labels of states and transitions will also be indicated by capital letters, i.e. lab S (s) = S and lab T (l) = L for states s 2 S and transitions l 2 T . The condition that parameters are always taken from the actual state in the de nition above thus reads: L ME T (S) for all l : s ! t 2 T . A speci cation nat of the natural numbers is extended by a sort prog var of program variables and a partial function ! that assigns | in each state | the actual values to the program variables. Furthermore a variable name p is introduced and a method inc to increment the value of a variable by a given amount. prog = nat + sorts prog var opns !: prog var ! nat p: ! prog var meths inc: prog var, nat A prog{transformation system that models the expected behaviour is de ned as follows. Let prog{data be the partial equational speci cation given by prog without the method name inc, and X n for some n 2 IN be the partial prog{ data{algebra de ned by X n j nat = IN, (X n ) prog var = fXg, p Xn = X, ! Xn (X) = n, i.e. X n is the state in which X has the value n. Then a prog{transformation system X = (TG X ; lab X ) can be de ned by In order to model a control ow that stops after each single step the control ow information has to be re ned. E.g. the control states are extended by marks start and stop, and each transition leads from a start{state to a corresponding stop{state.
control states S = IN fstart; stopg data states lab S (n; start) = lab S (n; stop) = X n transitions T = fk : (n; start) ! (n + k; stop) j k > 0g method expressions lab T (k : (n; start) ! (n + k; stop)) = finc(X; k)g
finc(X;k 0 )g X n+k+k 0
In both examples the method inc induces a function, that assigns to each data state X n and all parameters X and k in X n a successor state X n+k . In general methods need neither be total nor deterministic, that is, they correspond to relations rather than functions. As mentioned in the introduction morphisms of transformation systems are de ned in such a way that appropriate composition operations are supported. Composition of data states is modelled by colimits in the category of partial algebras. This models the superposition of data states w.r.t. some shared parts. (Thus also the communication on the data state level is given by sharing.) A coproduct of two partial SPEC {algebras A and B for example can roughly be described as follows. The carrier sets of A + B are the unions of the (renamed) carriers of A and B, where the term generated elements are identi ed and the non generated parts are united disjointly. The operations of A + B are given by the corresponding unions of the operations of A and B, provided they coincide on the intersections of their domains in A + B, and their union still satis es the axioms. (Otherwise the carriers may collapse.) Thus coproduct is disjoint union with sharing of term generated parts.
On the other level, parallel composition of transition graphs, like parallel composition of labelled transitions systems, is given by limits. Products correspond to pure parallel composition, pullbacks correspond to parallel composition with synchronization between the parts, induced by actions that both components must perform during the same step. Since parallel composition of components should be supported for the case that both components act on di erent parts of a data state, possibly overlapping in basic types or the part they synchronize upon, limits of the transition graph part should be combined with colimits on the data state part. That means, the two levels of a morphism of transformation systems must have opposite direction. An analogy for these opposite directions can be seen in the duality of algebraic speci cation of data types and coalgebraic speci cation of dynamic systems. Initial algebras are the designated, typical and generated models of an algebraic speci cation, nal coalgebras play the corresponding role for dynamic systems. 
The label L of a transition l : s ! t in TG A is obtained in the same way as a colimit in P(ME T ) .
Since both the categories of graphs and partial algebras have limits and colimits, the dual construction yields colimits of algebra transformation systems. Thus we obtain finc(Y;l)g P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P Y n + Z m finc(X;k)g n n n n n n n n n n n n n n n n n n n n n n Example 9 (Sequential Composition). In this example colimits are used for the sequential composition of transformation systems. A mutable list of data items with list cursor on a given set of data shall be modelled, and a method to delete the n'th element of this list. This delete{method is put together by a move{ method that moves the cursor to the right place and an erase{method that erases the actual element of the list.
The list is de ned in each state by a partial function next:data ! data, the list cursor by a pointer to natural numbers. The position n of the element that shall be deleted is given to the system as parameter of the move and delete methods. T move is de ned by (l; xr 0 ; n) ! (lx; r 0 ; n) i length(l) + 1 < n length(lxr 0 ) (l; r; n) ! ( ; lr; n) i n length(l) (l; r; n) ! (l; r; st(n)) i length(l) + 1 = n All these transitions are labelled fmove(n)g, i.e. the index n in the abstract state representation is the parameter of the method until it reaches its target.
Erase : Since the erasion of the actual list element requires exactly one step the marks start and stop are used again in the state representation.
S erase = A A fstart; stopg lab S erase (l; r; s) = S(l; r) The transition relation is given by the transitions (l; xr 0 ; start) ! (l; r 0 ; stop) all labelled feraseg.
Delete : Now move and erase are put together to implement the delete method. For that purpose de ne the connecting list{transformation model C that contains all pairs of control states of move and erase that are to be connected, and no transitions. Note that the data states of connected control states are identical.
S C = f((l; r; st(n)); (l; r; start)) j l; r 2 A ; n 2 INg lab((l; r; st(n)); (l; r; start)) = S(l; r) T C = ; The transformation system morphisms from C to the move and erase models are given by the projections of S C to S move and S erase resp., and the identity data state homomorphisms. Due to the pushout construction of graphs the pushout of this diagram of transformation systems identi es all pairs of control states (l; r; st(n)); (l; r; start). That means, when move has reached its target, erase starts, and performs one step in which it erases the actual (= n'th) list element.
Composition by Signature Morphisms
The two program models in example 8 that update di erent variables could be de ned w.r.t. a common signature, because partial algebras make it possible to leave parts of the signature uninterpreted. In general a signature can always be chosen large enough to be suitable for a given set of partial algebras in this way. The same holds for method names, because they need not necessarily occur in any transition label set. Thus formally local signatures and signature morphisms would not be necessary. However, restricting the signatures to the parts that are actually accessed yields a much better overall structure of the speci cation. It documents independence of methods and supports local modelling. Moreover signature morphisms can be used to rename components and put them together in di erent ways. Instead of equality of names, that might always be considered as accidental, categorical composition techniques always require morphisms to make explicit the connections between the components. All items from di erent components that are not explicitly related are considered as being di erent. Since the forgetful functor for algebra transformation systems is given by the identity on transition graphs and algebraic forgetful functors on data states, the amalgamation property, known from algebraic speci cation, carries over to algebra transformation systems. That means, given a pushout of transformation signatures its model category is the pullback of the model categories of the components. Let's nally combine the signature morphisms for the data transformation level with morphisms of transition graphs in order to obtain the appropriate composition operations for both levels together. For that purpose the appropriate Grothendieck category has to be taken. Now let X 0 be given by the prog{transformation system X de ned in example 4, extended by idle transitions as in example 8. Obviously X 0 coincides with the restrictions to prog of Y and Z. The image V (X 0 ) under the forgetful functor V induced by the inclusion prog 0 ! prog is the same as X 0 , except that in the data states V (X n ) the program variable X is no longer designated by the constant p.
In order to obtain the product of the transition graph of X 0 with itself as a pullback, it must be connected by graph morphisms to the terminal graph, that consists of one node and one edge.
Finally the sharing of the data states must be expressed by appropriate amalgamations. The natural numbers shall be shared, whereas the sets of program variables and the label sets of method expressions shall be united disjointly. 
Conclusion
In this paper I have introduced the two layered structures of algebra transformation systems, their morphisms and their composition by limits, colimits, and signature morphisms. This framework belongs to the algebras{as{states approach to the speci cation of dynamic systems, whose foremost representative are the abstract state machines, formerly called evolving algebras (see Gur94]). A formalisation of evolving algebras has been presented in DG94], where however algebraic speci cations are considered as algebraic programs, and consistency conditions become part of the de nition of the semantics. A very general abstract mathematical model within this approach, D{oids, has been presented in AZ95] . It introduces a model theory for dynamic systems, parameterized by the underlying static framework for values and state algebras. Speci cation means, i.e. sentences and satisfaction for D{oids are introduced in Zuc96]. There, however, methods are total functions, which is problematic for the modelling of non{deterministic systems, and identities are modelled by a tracking map, which might be in con ict with the data signature. However, there are no composition operations for D{oids, and the technique developed here cannot be applied directly, because signatures are used in a very di erent way. The idea to use signature morphisms to compose speci cations of concurrent systems has been adapted from FM92]. There temporal logic theories are introduced as speci cation units and speci cation morphisms as interconnections. Due to the temporal logic approach one temporal structure for all models had to be xed, in this case discrete linear time, as opposed to the arbitrary transition graphs of algebra transformation systems.
Labelled transition systems can be embedded into the framework of algebra transformation systems, taking the transition system as transition graph, empty data states (over the empty signature), and the labels as method expressions. Models of Z{speci cations and graph transformation systems can be embedded as the other extreme case, where the control states do not contain additional information. I.e. the transition graph is the graph of all reachable data states (= data models in Z, supposed they are ( rst order) partial algebras, graphs in graph transformation systems). In Z the signature of the data states is given explicitly, signatures for graphs would introduce sorts for nodes and edges, and functions src and tar for sources and targets of edges. More elaborated graph structures can be de ned accordingly.
Partial algebras have been chosen as speci cation framework for the data states for the reasons discussed above. However, it is easy to see that the approach is (rather) institution independent concerning the data state models. The only requirement used in this paper has been that data state models have carrier sets from which the parameters can be chosen, i.e. the model theory is concrete (see BT96]), and that the model categories have limits and colimits. In this way institution independent transformation systems can be de ned.
What is left open in this paper are the development of a syntax to represent or specify the transition graphs, and axioms for the description of transformation systems, i.e. the logical part of the institution. First results concerning such axioms are presented in Gro96] , where the descriptive and the constructive meanings of replacement rules for (a class of) partial algebras are investigated. The constructive interpretation of a rule describes how a successor state can be constructed from a given state and parameters, its descriptive meaning is a pre/post condition for a method.
The rst point is left open because process languages can be used to present the transition graphs, or regular expressions for instance. A more detailed investigation however would have to take into account also the possible mutual relationships between control states and data states. There should be means for instance to state that a method can (cannot) be applied if the data state satis es a certain condition, like being stable for instance. (A state is stable if all admissible method applications yield isomorphic states.) Furthermore a diagram language should be developed that allows to specify diagrams of connected components. Ideally such a language should also support dynamic evolution of diagrams, i.e. creation, deletion, and recon guration of components. Some ideas concerning static diagram languages have been presented in Fia97].
